
Chapter 5

Type Prediction Combining Linked Open

Data and Social Media

In Chapter 3 and 4 we have presented the approach for linking representations in Linked

Open Data (LOD) and social media of the same real-world entities, such as persons and

organizations. Our SocialLink e↵orts enable knowledge transfer between the two worlds,

making it possible to combine and leverage data in prediction problems, complementing

the relative strengths of the two mediums: while the LOD knowledge is highly structured

but also scarce and obsolete for some entities, social media data provide real-time updates

and increased coverage, albeit being mostly unstructured.

In this chapter, we investigate the feasibility of using social media data to perform

type prediction for entities in the LOD knowledge graph exploiting the above-mentioned

knowledge transfer. We discuss how to gather training data for such a task, and how to

build an e�cient domain-independent vector representation of entities based on social

media data. While in Chapter 3 we perform heavy feature engineering with the goal to

achieve the best possible performance on the linking task, here we identify generic feature

families to cover data that can be extracted from the stream of social media content to be

used in multiple tasks. Our experiments on several type prediction tasks using DBpedia

and Twitter data show the e↵ectiveness of this representation, both alone and combined

with knowledge graph-based features, suggesting its potential for ontology population.

Results presented in this chapter prove that the ingestion of social media data to benefit

tasks in LOD is possible once enough links are available. Results presented in this chapter

were previously published in Nechaev et al. (2018c).

5.1 Introduction

The Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud over the years has become a prominent source of

background knowledge for a large selection of tasks. DBpedia and Wikidata in particular
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cover a wide range of entities including significant amounts of people and organizations.

The data in such knowledge graphs is highly structured and readily available. However, it

is mainly populated and updated using the crowdsourced content-editing e↵orts of the

Wikimedia community, making the contained knowledge often incomplete, noisy and stale.

While a significant amount of research has been done to address those issues via ontology

population from external sources, reasoning and knowledge graph completion, they are far

from being solved. Social media, on the other hand, provide up-to-date information on

an overwhelming amount of people, organizations, and brands: Facebook alone has more

than 2.1B monthly active users. This data is hard to extract due to API limitations and

privacy considerations, and di�cult to process due to its semistructured nature. Despite

di�culties, social media is steadily becoming a primary source of real-time knowledge:

where a community-curated knowledge graph can take hours to months to update, the

information in social media often appear immediately.

There is a considerable overlap of coverage between LOD and social media. Living

people and existing organizations from LOD are likely to be found in the social media as

well. Such entities have become increasingly interlinked. More than 50K links between

DBpedia entities and corresponding Twitter profiles can be found in DBpedia, with more

available in Wikidata. Current community e↵orts, such as our SocialLink project (see

Nechaev et al., 2017b,d, 2018b, Chapter 4), aim to expand the coverage of those links

significantly with the latest version of the SocialLink dataset (v3.0) providing additional

322K alignments from DBpedia to Twitter even with the conservative thresholds. The

increased interlinking can enable knowledge transfer between the highly structured LOD

cloud and the vibrant social media world, improving and simplifying the processing

pipelines in both.

In particular, the ontology population task can benefit from such interlinking. In this

task, the aim is to fill missing connections in the knowledge graph and to populate it

with new data from an external resource, to improve the coverage on a particular set

of attributes. This is particularly important, for example, for DBpedia, where such a

fundamental attribute of a person as age has only 52,8% coverage. Even if a particular

attribute has a good enough coverage, the problem of referencing appears. In Wikidata,

for instance, each claim can be corroborated by references to external resources confirming

the data. Given that many social media profiles of people and organizations are marked

as “verified” and considered o�cial, they can serve as references for existing facts.1

In this chapter, we consider and investigate the feasibility of using social media data to

predict entity attributes and perform ontology population leveraging the links between the

two. To the best of our knowledge, no one has tried to tackle these tasks exploiting social

1See, e.g., the ongoing Soweego Wikimedia project: https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:
Project/Hjfocs/soweego
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media data before. To this end, we present a general purpose approach that, given a stream

of social media data (Twitter) and some links from entities in a LOD knowledge graph

(DBpedia) to their social media profiles, is able to predict and fill entity type attributes.

This is achieved by treating the knowledge graph as a source of hentity, typei training
data, and the social media as a source of features for the considered type prediction task,

which we use to build rich, domain-general entity representations by integrating di↵erent

data in the social media entity profile (e.g., profile attributes, social graph, textual data).

An approach like the presented one poses di↵erent challenges, which we tackle in this

chapter. Firstly, social media data is hard to acquire at scale. The Twitter API, like any

social media API, imposes limits on the number of queries per fixed period, which makes it

impractical to extract several important feature families, such as the social graph. Instead,

we rely on a su�ciently large random sample of tweets obtained from Twitter Streaming

API (in our experiments we utilize four years worth of stream data as we did in our linking

approach presented in Chapter 3). We design our features having this random sample

in mind allowing us to successfully extract features for up to 291M Twitter users. For

example, the social graph is approximated from retweet and mention relations extracted

from the stream of tweets available. Secondly, social media data is sparse and noisy: for

some users, we might have a clean and complete profile and a significant amount of textual

content, while for some, we might only have mentions of the user without any authored

content. To overcome this issue, the feature space e�ciently combines di↵erent kinds of

user-related data in a joint representation, aimed to be e↵ective in di↵erent type prediction

tasks.

To evaluate our approach, we compare the proposed feature space derived from Twitter

data with a state-of-the-art entity representation model for DBpedia by Cochez et al.

(2017b), consisting of RDF entity embeddings. Our experiments show that our social media

entity representation gives prediction performances competitive with the ones obtained

using RDF embeddings, outperforming it in most of the considered type prediction tasks.

Additionally, we show that by combining social media and RDF embeddings, performances

can be further improved. Finally, in the same setting, we compare the usage of social media

data to Wikipedia, a traditional source of knowledge for the DBpedia population task.

We demonstrate that the social media data is able to complement the Wikipedia-based

features e↵ectively achieving up to 92% F1. Overall, we demonstrate the e↵ectiveness of

performing the knowledge transfer from Twitter to DBpedia for the type prediction task

even in cases where additional resources, such as Wikipedia, may be utilized.

While in this chapter we experiment only with DBpedia and Twitter data, the presented

approach is in principle social media and knowledge graph-agnostic. From the social media

side, the same data as we use here (social graph, posts, minimal user profile) can be found

in virtually any other social network. On the knowledge graph side, the distributional
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semantics-based features we use for DBpedia can be produced from an arbitrary knowledge

graph (Grover and Leskovec, 2016).

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we introduce the

considered type prediction task and its application to ontology population in detail.

Section 5.3 provides an overview of our approach, with Section 5.4 detailing the acquisition

of ground truth data from LOD and Section 5.5 describing the use of social media features

to represent entities. In Section 5.6 we evaluate our approach on several type prediction

problems. Related work is presented in Section 5.7, while Section 5.8 concludes.

5.2 Problem Definition

In this work, we investigate the combined use of LOD and social media data for predicting

entity attributes, and more specifically entity types. This task is often referred as type

prediction, and is characterized by the fact that the types being predicted form a closed

set whose size is typically small, whereas other attribute prediction tasks involve a large

and possibly open set of predicted values, such as all the entities in a knowledge graph for

link prediction tasks, or a continuous range of values for regression tasks.2

In our context, the types being predicted come from a LOD knowledge graph. Typically,

these types are ontological classes explicitly defined in the graph, but they may be also

implicitly derived from other kinds of information, such as age category types derived from

a birth date property (e.g., young adult, see Section 5.4). In other words, we refer here to

a generic notion of type that is compatible with di↵erent attribute prediction problems.

The type prediction task can be seen as classification task whose labels are types, and

whose flavor depends on the relations existing among the predicted types:

• a binary classification task arises whenever the considered types are independent,

and thus a yes/no prediction may be independently produced for each type;

• a multi-class classification task arises when the considered types are mutually disjoint,

so that a given entity must be assigned exactly to one of the considered types;

• a multi-label classification task occurs when types are not all disjoint (so an entity

may have multiple types, i.e., labels) and there might exist dependencies among

types (e.g., selected disjoint or sub-type constraints) that make inappropriate the

use of independent binary classifiers whose output may be inconsistent. When these

dependencies come in the form of a type hierarchy (e.g., via rdfs:subClassOf relation),

the task is also referred as hierarchical multi-label classification (Melo et al., 2016;

Rico et al., 2018).

2Using social media data may be feasible also in these tasks but it is out-of-scope here.
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DBpedia
Twitter

Figure 5.1. Using DBpedia-Twitter links for type prediction and ontology population.

In this work, we consider the case of mutually disjoint types and thus multi-class

classification. This variant is general enough to be useful in practice, and permits us

to focus on validating the feasibility of our approach without considering the additional

complexity of (hierarchical) multi-label classification, which we leave as future work. In

particular, by requiring an entity to belong to exactly one of a closed set of disjoint

types, we rule out the problem of dealing with incomplete type knowledge (assuming

an open-world stance), as the fact that an entity e is not associated to type ti in the

knowledge graph can be considered as a negative example for ti (instead of a case of

missing information) if we know that e has another type tj disjoint with ti.

For predicting our types, we consider the use of social media data, either alone or

combined with LOD data, to build the feature vector representations of predicted entities.

We consider Twitter, but our approach and experiments can be in principle reproduced

for other social networks. Social media data is obtained by aligning the LOD entity to its

corresponding social media profile, from which di↵erent kinds of data can be extracted

and mapped to features. A sizable amount of hDBpedia entity, Twitter profilei links

are in DBpedia, and many more can be generated with adequate precision via SocialLink

(see Chapter 4). As social media profiles are usually associated to living persons and

organizations, these are the main kinds of entities for which our approach is applicable,

and the only ones here considered for simplicity.

The main application we foresee for the type prediction task here investigated is

ontology population, where a supervised type predictor is trained based on entities with

known type information in LOD and then applied to classify and populate LOD entities

without that information. This scenario is exemplified in Figure 5.1. It shows several

DBpedia entities (top row) linked to their Twitter profiles (bottom row). Each of these

links allows building a training example where the features are extracted from Twitter and
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the type label is derived, explicitly or implicitly, from one of the entity’s properties. In the

example, the entity dbpedia:Cristiano Ronaldo provides labeled examples to train classifiers

for types dbo:Athlete (from property rdf:type) and dbo:Catholic (property dbo:religion).

Then, these classifiers can be used to predict the rdf:type and dbo:religion types for the entity

dbpedia:Gianluigi Bu↵on. No examples can be extracted from the entity dbpedia:Erasmus

as there is no link to Twitter.

The same supervised type predictor can be used for the user profiling task. Here,

instead of predicting a type for an existing entity in the knowledge graph, an arbitrary

user can be placed into the knowledge graph connected to the known entities from this

user’s follow list. Then, the predicted type (e.g., location, age) can be assigned to this

user. This direction has been partially investigated in the relevant literature (Piao and

Breslin, 2018) and is out of the scope of this chapter.

5.3 Approach Overview

The two main steps for building a supervised solution for type prediction are (i) the

acquisition of the necessary ground truth hentity, typei pairs, and (ii) the construction of

an e↵ective feature vector entity representation. These two steps are detailed respectively

in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. Together, they permit to build a training set out of which a

supervised classifier can be trained and/or evaluated, as shown graphically in Figure 5.2.

In the figure, the presence of the social link between entity dbpedia:Cristiano Ronaldo

and his @Cristiano Twitter account allows us to build an entity representation based on

the information in Twitter, with di↵erent kinds of Twitter data (e.g., profile data with

description and location, content posted, and mentions and retweets received, social graph)

encoded in di↵erent sub-spaces of the entity feature vector. The connection to other

resources, e.g., RDF2Vec, can be used to further enrich the feature space. Finally, the

type Athlete from the LOD entity description is used to label the example. Iterated

over multiple hentity, profilei pairs where the predicted type(s) are known, this approach

permits to train a supervised type predictor for other, possibly unseen hentity, profilei
pairs where those types are not known and can thus be populated.

In deriving the entity representation, we avoid any fine tuning for a specific prediction

task, and strive for capturing all the available information in a single, comprehensive,

domain-independent representation that can be e↵ective in di↵erent type prediction tasks.

So, for instance, the same vector representation shown in Figure 5.2 can be used to predict

other types, e.g., related to the missing location property, in which case the training

examples are extracted from all entities that have a valid location.
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Figure 5.2. Example of training sample generation from DBpedia and Twitter data.

5.4 Ground Truth Acquisition from LOD

In the considered multi-class prediction scenario, the acquisition of ground truth data

consists in extracting one or more properly-defined type prediction tasks out of a given

LOD knowledge graph (e.g., DBpedia) aligned to the considered social network (e.g.,

Twitter), each task consisting of a set of disjoint predicted types T = {t1 . . . tn} and a

dataset of hentity, profile, typei triples he, pe, tei, te 2 T that is amenable to training a

supervised classifier. Here, we describe the ground truth acquisition methodology that we

manually applied to extract 8 type prediction tasks out of DBpedia for our experiments,

leaving the definition of an automated procedure for ground truth acquisition (possibly

based on the methodology) as future work.

5.4.1 Methodology

We followed the three-step methodology described next.

Step 1: Type Information Identification This step deals with identifying the sources

of type information available in the considered knowledge graph, leveraging TBox infor-

mation and data querying to extract necessary ABox statistics. In a knowledge graph,

type-related information is available either explicitly or implicitly. Explicit type informa-

tion comes in the form of rdf:type ABox triples assigning entities to well-known ontological

classes. Implicit type information can be derived from other ABox triples involving the

entity, in di↵erent ways. For instance:

• the object of the triple may already represent a type, as happens with values

dbpedia:Male and dbpedia:Female of DBpedia property dbo:gender;

• the object of the triple may be part of a hierarchy whose upper nodes can be seen as

types, as happens, e.g., with locations that can be spatially aggregated, or political

parties that can be aggregated based on international a�liation;
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• the object of the triple may be a numeric value or a date that can be discretized to

di↵erent value ranges, an example being property dbo:birthDate that can be mapped

to di↵erent age categories (e.g., child, young adult).

All the cases above can be treated as the materialization of implicit rdf:type triples via a

rule-based strategy (e.g., via logical inference). These triples (if needed, see next steps)

may be produced in a pre-processing step, so from now on we consider type information

as fully available via rdf:type triples without loss of generality.

Step 2: Prediction Task Selection This step deals with the selection (here done

manually based on the requirements below) of a set of prediction tasks based on the

identified type information, each task defined by its set of types T . In our multi-class

prediction context, the selection must satisfy two requirements:

• types ti 2 T should be mutually disjoint; if not the case, overlapping types may be

aggregated along a hierarchy or manually by adding super-classes, or alternatively

finer-grained types representing their intersections may be introduced;

• for each type ti 2 T , there should be enough samples he, pe, tii for training a classifier;

if it is not the case, types ti may be aggregated along a hierarchy or manually to

obtain coarser-grained types satisfying this requirement.

While these requirements are enough for our experiments, in a real ontology population

scenario the selection should also satisfy two additional requirements:

• for each entity e in the populated knowledge graph and for each prediction task with

types T , it must be possible to decide whether e may accept a type ti 2 T (and thus

the classifier may run on e). E.g., before predicting the age category of e, one should

determine that e is a person. This check may be formulated based on coarser-grained

entity types associated to e (e.g., a person/organization classification), either already

known or predicted via an upstream classifier. Alternatively, the problem can be

framed as a hierarchical type prediction task, where we can naturally predict correct

sub-types based on a chosen parent type;

• for a prediction task to be useful, in addition to a large enough training set there

must be a large enough amount of entities for which the predicted type information

is missing and can thus be populated by the trained predictor.

Step 3: Dataset Extraction This step deals with extracting the he, pe, tei dataset for
each selected prediction task. This involves implementing the pre-processing of Step 1

(if any) and the aggregations of Step 2 (if any). This step may involve also some data
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normalization—e.g., to convert organization revenues to the same currency, for predicting

a revenue class—and data clean-up—e.g., to discard wrong data such as football teams

being assigned a dbo:gender, or discard entities associated to multiple incompatible types,

such as a person with multiple age categories.

5.4.2 DBpedia Type Prediction Tasks

We applied the aforementioned methodology to extract a non-exhaustive set of 8 type

prediction tasks for our experiments (see Section 5.6) from the living persons and or-

ganizations in DBpedia 2016-04 that are aligned to Twitter in DBpedia (via property

dbo:wikiPageExternalLink). Detailed information, code, datasets (including ground truth

data) and additional experiments are available online.3 We briefly describe these tasks

below:

• Category—this task covers the specific category of person (e.g., artist, athlete) or

organization (e.g., company, government agency) using a set of 17 types corresponding

to DBpedia classes that can be reasonably considered as disjoint. Special types

for “other person” and “other organization” were added to aggregate persons and

organizations belonging to types without enough training examples;

• Location—this task classifies entities (both persons and organizations) based on their

location (property dul:hasLocation), aggregated geographically (property geonames:par-

entFeature) to obtain a 6-type continent-level classification;

• Political Party—this task classifies person entities based on political party (prop-

erty dbo:party), aggregated along their a�liation to international party federations

(property dbo:internationalA�liation) to obtain a 6-type classification;

• Religion—this task classifies persons based on religion (property dbo:religion), man-

ually aggregated in a 5-type classification (e.g., by merging di↵erent Christian

divisions);

• Age—this task classifies person in 6 age categories (e.g., young adult 25-34 years

old), computed based on their birth dates (property dbo:birthDate);

• Org. Size—this task classifies organizations based on their numbers of employees

(property dbo:numberOfEmployees), which is discretized in a 4-type classification;

• Revenue—this task classifies organizations based on their revenue (property dbo:rev-

enue), which is normalized to use US dollars as currency, cleaned-up discarding

3http://sociallink.futuro.media/type-prediction
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Table 5.1. DBpedia type prediction tasks, with entity parent type (for the task being applicable), # of
predicted types, and # of entities w/ type (training set) and w/o type (population target) in the DBpedia
fragment linked to Twitter.

Task Parent type Predicted
types

# Samples
(training)

# Samples
(population)

Category owl:Thing 17 49,639 n/a
Location owl:Thing 6 38,153 14,134
Political Party dbo:Person 6 1,912 37,143
Religion dbo:Person 5 1,858 37,197
Age dbo:Person 6 31,998 6867
Org. Size dbo:Organisation 4 1,062 12,171
Revenue dbo:Organisation 3 412 12,821
Music Skill dbo:MusicalArtist 3 7,085 277

outlier values (e.g., organizations with only few hundreds dollars revenue) and then

discretized to form a 3-type classification;

• Music Skill —this task classifies musical artists based on their specialty (singers,

instrumentalists, other), on the basis of DBpedia datatype property dbo:background.

Table 5.1 provides relevant statistics for the 8 prediction tasks extracted. For each

task, it reports the number of predicted types (i.e., classes) and the number of entities in

the fragment of DBpedia linked to Twitter here considered for which the type information

to predict is respectively available— in which case a training sample is obtained—or

missing— in which case the entity becomes a target for ontology population. The table

also shows the parent type (with respect to predicted types) that entities must have for a

prediction task being applicable (e.g., the Political Party task applies only to persons).

Due to ongoing e↵orts in the Semantic Web community in interlinking LOD entities and

social media profiles, including our own as detailed in Chapter 4, we expect a significant

increase in both the number of training samples and potential ontology population targets

(see Table 5.5).

5.5 Entity Representation with Social Features

As shown in Figure 5.2, we build an entity representation starting from social media data

linked to the entity, possibly augmented with RDF features. As RDF features consist of

existing RDF embeddings, our focus and contribution here is on the extraction of social

features from the social network we consider in this work, i.e., Twitter.

We start by obtaining the list of Twitter accounts we are interested in by following the

links from DBpedia to Twitter. Then we process the 4 TB of tweets gathered covering

the period from 2013 until 2017 using the Streaming API, filtering out the tweets not
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Table 5.2. Coverage (i.e., percentage of entities having the feature) and dimensionality statistics for the
social features extracted from Twitter. Di↵erences in coverage stem from information unavailability in the
Twitter stream.

Source Feature Coverage # Dimensions

Text of tweets
authored by the user

Text (LSA) 79.5% 100
Text (Bag-of-words) 79.5% 972,001
Hashtags (Bag-of-words) 62.9% 169,679

Text of tweets
mentioning the user

Text (LSA) 86.1% 100
Text (Bag-of-words) 86.1% 972,001

Profile Language 79.5% 47
Top-level domain of a URL 79.5% 288
Followers count 79.5% 1
Friends count 79.5% 1
Listed count 79.5% 1
Favorites count 79.5% 1
Statuses count 79.5% 1
Is protected 79.5% 1
Is verified 79.5% 1
Geo tagging enabled 79.5% 1
Has profile images/tiling 79.5% 4
Description (LSA) 79.5% 100

Social graph RT+mentions (sparse) 87.9% 2,203,062
RT+mentions (dense) 100.0% 300

related to users in the list. From the remaining tweets, we extract features based on four

feature families: (i) social graph features; (ii) profile features; (iii) textual features from

a user’s own tweets; and (iv) textual features from tweets that mention the target user.

Table 5.2 provides summary statistics for all the four feature families, which are detailed

in the remainder of the section. The feature families we chose provide a comprehensive

representation of available user information and performed well in various social media

analysis tasks before (Zheleva and Getoor, 2009; Nechaev et al., 2017a; Li et al., 2014;

Nechaev et al., 2018b). While we have already exploited some user-based features in

Chapter 3, many of the features there are specifically designed to acquire similarity scores

based on the comparison with the corresponding entity-based data. Instead, here the goal

is to acquire a general representation of the user based on the available stream of tweets

to be used in multiple unrelated tasks. For feature subspaces with increased sparsity,

such as text and social graph, we also employ low-dimensional dense representations, i.e.,

embeddings.

Textual Features As seen in many studies tackling the user profiling task (see Sec-

tion 5.7), the user-generated textual content can be a prominent feature exhibiting out-

standing inference performance for attributes such as age, location, nationality, interests,

and many others. We consider two sources of textual content for each user: the text that
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is authored by the user and the text of tweets that are mentioning the target user. Text

from both sources is accumulated and tokenized. Then special entities in the text, such

as URLs, hashtags, and mentions, are filtered out. The resulting term sets are converted

to sparse bag-of-words representations, with each term weighted using the tf-idf scheme.

As with the social graph, we emit a dense embedding of each sparse vector. To this end,

we employ Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to map a sparse vector into a dense one of

size 100. In addition to text, we build a simplified bag-of-words representation considering

only the hashtags that were used in tweets authored by the user.

Profile-based Features Each tweet object contains a snapshot4 of profile data for the

author of the tweet. To produce a representation based on this data, we collect the latest

snapshot for each user and extract a variety of features from it. Among those are categorical

features, such as a top-level domain name of the URL field and the user’s self-declared

language encoded as one-hot vectors, binary features for each boolean attribute in the

profile, and the dense LSA representation of the user-supplied description. In total, the

user object is converted into a feature vector of size 447.

Social Graph Features The social graph, while being regarded in the literature as one

of the most prominent features for a variety of tasks including user profiling, community

detection, and many others, is incredibly hard to obtain at scale. At the time of writing,

Twitter allows the gathering of only 5,000 edges per minute via its REST API, which,

in our case, translates to months of crawling time. Instead, we follow the procedure

we introduced in Section 3.4.1. There the data extracted from the Twitter Streaming

API is used to build an approximation of the real social graph. The approximation is

computed by extracting mention and retweet interactions between users, where a “follow”

edge is generated from the mentioning/retweeting user to the target one for each such

interaction, yielding a graph with 2.7B edges. We introduce the resulting social graph

into our feature model in sparse form with 2.2M dimensions, encoding each node as a bag

of adjacent nodes with the appropriate weight. As in Section 3.4.1, we also introduce a

dense representation for each user. To this end, we learn embeddings of size 300 for the

500K most frequently followed users by building the co-occurrence matrix and estimating

factorization using the Swivel algorithm (Shazeer et al., 2016). This algorithm is inspired

by the distributional semantics hypothesis for natural language, in that the users that

interact with the same profiles will end up being similar in the resulting vector space.

Then, to obtain the dense representation for an arbitrary user, we compute a weighted

average of the embeddings of his/her friends in the top 500K list. If no friend has an

embedding or if the user is not in the social graph, we emit a default representation by

4Twitter documentation article about the user object: https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/
tweets/data-dictionary/overview/user-object
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averaging all the available embeddings. This procedure provides perfect coverage allowing

to produce a rough approximation even for users not seen in the Twitter stream.

5.6 Experiments

In this section, we investigate the feasibility of performing type prediction using social media

data. Namely, we assess the use of Twitter-based features (as described in Section 5.5) alone

and in conjunction with state-of-the-art DBpedia entity representations (RDF embeddings).

Additionally, we compare those features with the ones derived from Wikipedia text as

proposed in Aprosio et al. (2013). We conclude this section by providing an analysis of

the contribution of dense social features to the overall performance.

5.6.1 Experimental Setting

We consider the type prediction tasks introduced in Section 5.4 and summarized in

Table 5.1, each task consisting of a set of mutually disjoint types (e.g., di↵erent person and

organisation categories) and a dataset of entities from DBpedia (version 2016-04) having

those types and a link to a corresponding Twitter profile.

For each task, we consider the following prediction approaches:

• MF —a most frequent baseline always predicting the type with the largest number

of entities in the task dataset, whose performances represent a lower bound of the

performances achievable on the task, and give an idea of its di�culty;

• RDF —a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM)5 classifier using the PageRank Split

RDF embeddings for DBpedia 2016-04 (Cochez et al., 2017b) as entity representations.

This particular embedding weighting schema was selected based on preliminary

experiments, the details of which are available online;6

• Social —a linear SVM using our Twitter-based social features introduced in Sec-

tion 5.5 as entity representations, produced for all the task entities based on the

tweets sampled in 4 years from the Twitter Streaming API;

• Social+RDF —a linear SVM using a combination of social features and RDF em-

beddings as entity representations.

It is worth pointing out that the RDF embeddings we used7 were computed from

a knowledge graph that includes the entity types being predicted for the tasks Cate-

5We use the LibLinear (Fan et al., 2008) software package with L2 regularization and L1 (Hinge)
loss. LibLinear was chosen as it copes well with large feature spaces. We tested other classifiers (SVM
with Gaussian/polynomial kernels, Random Forests) obtaining similar performances but much higher run
times.

6http://sociallink.futuro.media/type-prediction
7RDF embeddings downloaded from http://data.dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/rdf2vec/

models/DBpedia/2016-04/GlobalVectors/
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Table 5.3. Type prediction performances. Statistically significant di↵erences w.r.t. Social are marked
with + if better, � if worse; possibly overestimated performances (see text) are marked with ⇤.

Task Approach Pmacro Rmacro F1macro Pmicro Rmicro F1micro

Category MF 0.016� 0.059� 0.026� 0.277� 0.277� 0.277�

RDF ⇤ 0.612� 0.520+ 0.539
+ 0.759+ 0.721+ 0.740

+

Social 0.666 0.387 0.445 0.667 0.610 0.637

Location MF 0.069� 0.167� 0.097� 0.412� 0.412� 0.412�

RDF ⇤ 0.466� 0.299� 0.292� 0.592� 0.580� 0.586�

Social 0.904 0.680 0.763 0.878 0.796 0.835

Political Party MF 0.072� 0.167� 0.100� 0.431� 0.431� 0.431�

RDF ⇤ 0.441� 0.316� 0.327� 0.584� 0.541� 0.561�

Social 0.721 0.527 0.596 0.812 0.728 0.767

Religion MF 0.122� 0.200� 0.152� 0.610� 0.610� 0.610�

RDF ⇤ 0.723 0.358� 0.374� 0.688� 0.681� 0.684�

Social 0.651 0.474 0.488 0.726 0.721 0.723

Age Category MF 0.054� 0.167� 0.082� 0.326� 0.326� 0.326�

RDF 0.266� 0.239� 0.222� 0.362� 0.362� 0.362�

Social 0.423 0.320 0.325 0.451 0.450 0.450
Social+RDF 0.431 0.332+ 0.339

+ 0.462+ 0.456+ 0.459
+

Org. Size MF 0.076� 0.250� 0.117� 0.304� 0.304� 0.304�

RDF 0.359� 0.379� 0.350� 0.401� 0.400� 0.401�

Social 0.417 0.428 0.417 0.441 0.440 0.440
Social+RDF 0.453+ 0.458+ 0.447

+ 0.481+ 0.477+ 0.479
+

Revenue MF 0.127� 0.333� 0.184� 0.381� 0.381� 0.381�

RDF 0.514 0.509 0.480 0.522 0.515 0.518
Social 0.555 0.533 0.531 0.548 0.544 0.546
Social+RDF 0.539 0.530 0.519 0.541 0.539 0.540

Music Skill MF 0.254� 0.333� 0.289� 0.763� 0.763� 0.763�

RDF 0.255� 0.333� 0.289� 0.765� 0.762� 0.763�

Social 0.664 0.424 0.436 0.804 0.792 0.798
Social+RDF 0.653 0.434+ 0.451

+ 0.803 0.792 0.798

gory , Location, Political Party , and Religion. Therefore, the performances of approach

RDF in these tasks may be overestimated, influencing the comparison with other ap-

proaches. This problem does not a↵ect the remaining datasets, which were generated

starting from datatype properties not used for producing the RDF embeddings. The

RDF embeddings (Ristoski and Paulheim, 2016a) are used in many tasks in the literature

outperforming other graph-based entity representations, both sparse and dense, therefore

we employ them in our experiments as a baseline.

For each task dataset, we evaluate the performances of RDF, Social and Social+RDF

classifiers via a 5-fold cross-validation protocol, where we collect predictions for all the

entities in the task dataset by iteratively selecting one of the five partitions and applying

on it the classifier trained on the remaining four partitions. During each training step

(five in total), we apply a nested 3-fold cross-validation loop to select the optimal classifier
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hyper-parameters (the regularization parameter C) and the classifier score threshold below

which we should abstain in order to balance precision and recall (i.e., optimize F1micro).

This threshold is then used at prediction time to abstain and discard the types predicted

with low confidence. The MF baseline never abstains.

As evaluation measures we use Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1 scores in their micro-

averaged (Pmicro, Rmicro, F1micro) and macro-averaged (Pmacro, Rmacro, F1macro) variants,

as commonly defined for multi-class classification problems.8 We test the statistical

significance of the di↵erence of those scores via the approximate randomization test (Noreen,

1989) (significant if p-value  0.05), and produce precision-recall curves by varying the

abstain threshold on the prediction score returned by the classifier (the SVM margin).

Both evaluation scores and statistical significance are computed on the predictions for the

whole task dataset obtained via cross-validation.

The whole pipeline required a couple of days to extract features from the stream of

tweets (using Apache Flink9 ), 14 hours of GPU time to produce dense Social features,

and additional 7 hours for the nested cross-validation training and evaluation of all the

classifiers on the 8 type prediction tasks (10-core E5-2630 machine with 192 GB RAM

and GeForce GTX 1080 GPU).

5.6.2 Experimental Results

Table 5.3 reports the performance scores obtained by the di↵erent approaches on the 8 type

prediction tasks, with indication of statistically significant di↵erences with respect to Social

(+ if significantly better, � if significantly worse). The first four tasks—Category , Location,

Political Party , Religion —are the ones where predicted types were included in the RDF

embeddings of approach RDF , whose performances may be overestimated (marked with ⇤);

for these tasks, we do not consider the Social+RDF combination approach.

Compared to the baseline approach MF , Social always results in better performance

(whereas approach RDF performs like the baseline in task Music Skill), with statistically

significant di↵erences that are higher for tasks Location, Category , and Political Party ,

somehow suggesting that these tasks are “easier” than the others.

8Given a prediction task with types ti 2 T , we define tpi (true positives), fpi (false positives), and fni

(false negatives) as the numbers of entities respectively: of type ti correctly classified as ti; of type tj 6= ti
wrongly classified as ti; of type ti wrongly classified as tj 6= ti. Based on that, we have:

Pmicro =
P

i tpiP
i tpi+

P
i fpi

Rmicro =
P

i tpiP
i tpi+

P
i fni

F1micro =
2·
P

i tpi

2·
P

i tpi+
P

i fpi+
P

i fni

Pmacro =
P

i
tpi

tpi+fpi
Rmacro =

P
i

tpi
tpi+fni

F1macro =
P

i
2·tpi

2·tpi+fpi+fni

9https://flink.apache.org/
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Figure 5.3. Precision-recall curves for di↵erent prediction tasks: lines correspond to approach Social , cross
markers to approach RDF (best-F1micro setting).

Compared to approach RDF , Social outperforms RDF in all the 4 tasks where a proper

comparison is possible (Age, Org. Size, Revenue, Music Skill), with statistically significant

di↵erences in 3 out of 4 tasks. In the other tasks, Social still manages to outperform RDF

in 3 out of 4 tasks (Location, Political Party , Religion, with only exception of Religion

Pmacro), a remarkable result given that RDF performances may be overestimated in these

tasks. We note that approach RDF significantly outperforms Social in task Category ,

whose data was obtained directly from DBpedia rdf:type triples.

The fact that approach Social is competitive with respect to approach RDF (outper-

forming it in most cases), suggests that the proposed social media entity representation

may contribute positively in an ontology population task. This is confirmed by considering

approach Social+RDF that combines Social and RDF . In the four tasks where we evaluate

approach Social+RDF , it always outperforms RDF (expected, as Social outperforms it too

on these tasks), and in 2 tasks out of 4 it also outperforms Social (score di↵erences statisti-

cally significant except for Pmacro on task Age), showing that the combined representation

is generally better than its components taken separately.

As the precision scores in Table 5.3 (corresponding to the best F1micro score) may not

be satisfactory in an ontology population task, we investigate whether better precision

scores can be obtained at the expenses of recall, by changing the threshold on the classifier

score to vary the precision/recall balance. The results are reported in Figure 5.3, which

plots the precision/recall curves (Pmicro/Rmicro) for approach Social on the di↵erent tasks

(performances of approach RDF for best-F1micro setting plotted with cross markers for
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Table 5.4. Type prediction performances in comparison and in conjunction with Wikipedia-based features—
Aprosio et al. (2013). Statistical significance is shown with respect to All .

Task Approach Pmacro Rmacro F1macro Pmicro Rmicro F1micro

Category Social+RDF 0.784� 0.611� 0.658� 0.814� 0.797� 0.805�

Aprosio et al. (2013) 0.888+ 0.597� 0.704� 0.896+ 0.667� 0.764�

All 0.876 0.767 0.811 0.883 0.872 0.878

Location Social+RDF 0.893� 0.717� 0.781� 0.865� 0.843� 0.854�

Aprosio et al. (2013) 0.955+ 0.674� 0.782� 0.961+ 0.755� 0.846�

All 0.934 0.840 0.880 0.931 0.923 0.927

Political Party Social+RDF 0.729� 0.574� 0.631� 0.805� 0.757� 0.780�

Aprosio et al. (2013) 0.798 0.587 0.657 0.815� 0.775� 0.795�

All 0.801 0.621 0.687 0.871 0.807 0.838

Religion Social+RDF 0.639� 0.536� 0.561� 0.752� 0.746� 0.749�

Aprosio et al. (2013) 0.758 0.492� 0.544� 0.747� 0.737� 0.742�

All 0.758 0.569 0.601 0.791 0.771 0.781

Age Category Social+RDF 0.416� 0.320� 0.320� 0.455� 0.452� 0.453�

Aprosio et al. (2013) 0.460� 0.382� 0.391� 0.498� 0.494� 0.496�

All 0.488 0.421 0.434 0.526 0.523 0.525

Org. Size Social+RDF 0.425� 0.438� 0.425� 0.456� 0.455� 0.455�

Aprosio et al. (2013) 0.497 0.512 0.490 0.518 0.518 0.518
All 0.509 0.494 0.496 0.531 0.505 0.518

Revenue Social+RDF 0.571 0.536� 0.537� 0.564� 0.549� 0.556�

Aprosio et al. (2013) 0.558 0.554 0.548 0.575 0.566 0.570
All 0.606 0.584 0.586 0.608 0.595 0.601

Music Skill Social+RDF 0.617� 0.427� 0.447� 0.806� 0.784� 0.795�

Aprosio et al. (2013) 0.731 0.596 0.638 0.854 0.846 0.850
All 0.736 0.598 0.638 0.851 0.844 0.848

reference). The plot shows that high precision levels (Pmicro > 0.9) can be obtained for

tasks Category , Location, and Political Party , thus opening up the possibility of performing

ontology population from social media for these types.

5.6.3 Comparison to Wikipedia-based features

In addition to RDF embeddings, we investigate the usage of social media data along

with Wikipedia-based features—a popular source of knowledge for ontology population.

While DBpedia itself is primarily populated from Wikipedia infoboxes, the rest of the

text on the corresponding Wikipedia page can still provide additional data for a given

entity. Moreover, Wikipedia pages are typically available in many languages, allowing

cross-language models to further boost the performance compared to the single language

ones. We follow Aprosio et al. (2013) approach for extracting features from Wikipedia

articles to perform type prediction on our 8 tasks.

We thus add two additional approaches to the comparison:
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Figure 5.4. Precision-recall curves for top three performant prediction tasks using the approach All .

• Aprosio et al. (2013)—a linear SVM using the Kcombo features acquired from

Wikipedia as described by Aprosio et al. (2013). This includes Wikipedia categories,

sections, templates and words (both LSA-based dense and sparse) extracted from

six language variants of each article: English, Italian, German, French, Spanish, and

Portuguese;

• All —a linear SVM using a combination of Aprosio et al. (2013), Social and RDF

feature sets;

Table 5.4 reports the performances of these approaches when compared to the best

performing models from Section 5.6.2: Social+RDF . The Aprosio et al. (2013) approach

generally outperforms Social+RDF features (Political Party , Age, Org. Size, Revenue

and Music Skill), while providing similar performance for the rest. The All approach

achieve the best performances in all tasks, significantly better in five of them. Most

notably, in Location task, this approach was able to reach 92% F1micro, 7% higher than

the next best model. Corresponding precision/recall curves showcasing the results of the

top three performing tasks for All are displayed in Figure 5.4. Such results show that,

given that the coverage may increase in the future, social media data is versatile enough

to complement a variety of data sources for the ontology population task. Indeed, even

with a very ambitious precision goal of 98% those systems would deliver from 20% to 40%

recall potentially allowing significant amount of entities to be populated.

5.6.4 Dense Social Representations

When processing, analyzing and potentially releasing social media data, it is essential to

consider the privacy aspect of such actions. Even though we used public data to build our

entity representation, in case we ever release it, there is always a risk of reverse engineering
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Table 5.5. Number of samples for each task when using data from SocialLink v2 compared to DBpedia (see
Table 5.1).

Task
# Samples (training) # Samples (population)
DBpedia SocialLink DBpedia SocialLink

Category 49,639 498,842 n/a n/a
Location 38,153 330,803 14,134 168,039
Political Party 1,912 16,941 37,143 380,232
Religion 1,858 10,587 37,197 386,586
Age 31,998 309,018 6,867 87,070
Org. Size 1,062 10,871 12,171 90,798
Revenue 412 5,452 12,821 96,217
Music Skill 7,085 25,011 277 1,050

of our sparse textual and social graph-based subspaces and profile features, which may

ease access to personal (although public) data. One way to make such reverse engineering

much harder to perform is to pack sparse encodings into low-dimensional embeddings:

such dense representations are typically trained to reflect similarities between objects, so

the original information is greatly corrupted and almost impossible to restore.

Since many of our sparse features have such dense counterparts to improve the per-

formance of the system, we have conducted additional tests to see how much of the

performance would have been lost if we only use the “safe” dense dimensions. The F1micro

performance decreased for tasks Category , Location, Age, Revenue and Music Skill on

average by 5.6%, while for tasks Religion, Org. Size and Political Party there was no

statistically significant di↵erence. The complete results are available online.3 Given that

profile features and hashtags have not been represented with a complementary embedding,

we believe that a complete privacy-friendly dense representation can be developed without

loss of performances. Not only such representation can be safely released in future for

research purposes, but it will also allow the usage of machine learning algorithms not

performing well on highly sparse input.

5.7 Related Work

Type prediction Type prediction is a well-studied task in the Semantic Web community.

The goal is to significantly increase the coverage typically by reusing the data that is

already present in the knowledge base. Latest studies on this topic cast the type prediction

task as the multi-label classification problem.

Melo et al. (2016) introduce SLCN (Scalable Local Classifier per Node) showing, to

the best of our knowledge, the current state-of-the-art performance for type prediction.

They compare SLCN to the previous statistical and heuristics-based approach called

SDType (Paulheim and Bizer, 2013) demonstrating improvements in all cases. Their
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system extracts features from the entities in the knowledge graph and uses o↵-the-shelf

classifiers to generate predictions. Then a special procedure is introduced to produce the

inferred types. Rico et al. (2018) iterate on this idea trying to solve the partial depth

problem of multi-class classifiers. As in Melo et al. (2016) they extract features from

entities and use o↵-the-shelf classifiers, such as Naive Bayes and a densely connected

neural network to infer types. Comparison against the SDType (Paulheim and Bizer, 2013)

approach shows same or better results. Kejriwal and Szekely (2017) use low-dimensional

dense representations of entities (embeddings) by Ristoski and Paulheim (2016a) to acquire

representations for types in the same vector space. The resulting shared vector space

allowed them to perform the type recommendation task, where for each entity a ranked

list of topically relevant entities is produced. They show that entity embeddings can be

utilized e�ciently to infer type information. This idea was also suggested as a possible

future direction in Ristoski and Paulheim (2016a).

To summarize, multi-label classifiers based on vector entity representations extracted

from the knowledge graph are exhibiting state-of-the-art results for the type prediction

task.

Here we design additional features that can be used in conjunction with the ones

employed in these works. Similarly, Aprosio et al. (2013) brings the semi-structured data

from di↵erent language chapters of Wikipedia to improve the type prediction performance.

We provide the comparison to their features in Section 5.6.3.

Embeddings In Section 2.5, we provide a comprehensive discussion about di↵erent

approaches that were proposed over the last years to produce graph embeddings. Many

of the approaches described here can be used to represent DBpedia entities. Specifically

the Trans-E (Bordes et al., 2013) approach is typically employed for the link prediction

task, which is similar to the one presented here. Trans-E and other approaches exhibit

varying performance in di↵erent tasks suggesting that there is no single superior method

for representing graph embeddings. In this chapter, we employ the same approach (Cochez

et al., 2017b) as the one used in Chapter 3 to represent entities in DBpedia. This approach

exhibits comparable performance to its predecessor—RDF2Vec (Ristoski and Paulheim,

2016a; Ristoski et al., 2017) and is specifically designed to represent RDF graphs, such as

DBpedia. Therefore, we employ the method by Cochez et al. (2017b) as a baseline for

our experiments in this chapter. Additionally, we have tested di↵erent weighting schemas

provided by the authors and chosen the “PageRank Split” variant as the optimal one for

our task.

Social media analysis Social media analysis and user profiling, in particular, are being

extensively researched topics both from the computer science and the societal standpoint.

Over the years all possible combinations of features extracted from social media have
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been explored including social graph, textual, image and video content, semi-structured

profile data and various metadata. Most notably, Li et al. (2014) used all available

user information to predict latent attributes of a user using weak supervision. Zheleva

and Getoor (2009) have demonstrated the importance of social graph-based features by

inferring hidden attributes of completely private profiles. Defense mechanisms to protect

users from such inference have also been investigated (Nechaev et al., 2017a, Chapter 6).

To facilitate the usage of social media data in the Semantic Web environments, we

have created the SocialLink project (see Nechaev et al., 2017b,d, 2018b, Chapter 3 and 4),

further interlinking the LOD cloud and the social media. SocialLink enables more than

tenfold increase in the number of entities which we can use for training and population,

which will make our approach even more performant (by providing more training samples)

and useful. Coverage comparison is provided in Table 5.5.

5.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we showcase the use of social media data to perform entity type prediction

on knowledge graphs. In particular, we show that Twitter data is able to complement

existing RDF-based entity representations from DBpedia when used as input in the

supervised type prediction setting. Our approach employs rich domain-independent

representations derived from written text, social graph, and user profile attributes on

Twitter, e�ciently utilizing embeddings to further boost the performance and increase

coverage. We demonstrate significant performance improvements (up to 11.7% F1macro) of

such hybrid approach on four di↵erent type prediction tasks compared to the performance

of the state-of-the-art RDF-based representation by Cochez et al. (2017b).

By trading o↵ the recall of such approach, the injection of social media data may

allow expanding current ontology population e↵orts for knowledge bases, such as DBpedia,

with the population of entity types from social media data. Moreover, more e�cient

and specialized machine learning techniques, such as SLCN (Melo et al., 2016), can be

integrated in our approach to boost prediction results even further. In addition, we showed

that Twitter data can be used in conjunction with Wikipedia text, significantly improving

the performance in most of the considered prediction tasks.
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